Help Us Create a New OISS Video!

What is something that you wish you would have known before moving to New Haven and starting at Yale? **Tell us by participating in a brand new OISS video we are creating the semester!**

OISS is working with Ris Igrec, our amazingly talented student worker, to create a video titled *10 Things I Wish I Would Have Known Before Starting at Yale* (title is up for discussion!).

We are looking for tips for new international students and scholars on things you wish you would have known before starting at Yale. If your tip is selected for the video, we'd love for you to appear in the video as well, but this isn't necessary. If you would like to do so, you will work with Ris every step of the way on tips for filming and submitting your videos, and then she will work her magic to put together the final product.

Please sign up here by Monday, October 5th if you’re interested in being involved. [1] If your tip is selected we will be in touch with you about next steps in the month of October.

Questions? Email Alina Nevins [2].